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Introduction and Results
This paper is devoted to the functional analytic approach to the problem
of construction of Feller semigroups with Dirichlet boundary condition. The
problem of construction of such Feller semigroups has never before, to the
author's knowledge, been studied in the characteristiccase. In this paper, we
consider the characteristic case and solve from the viewpoint of functional
analysis the problem of construction of Markov processes with Dirichlet condi-
tion, which we formulate precisely. For detailed study of the ellipticor non-
characteristic case, the reader might refer to Bony-Courrege-Priouret [BCP]
and Cancelier [C].
Let D be a bounded domain of Euclidean space RN, with C°°boundary 3D;
its closure D=D＼JdD is an Af-dimensional, compact C°°manifold with boundary.
Let A be a second-order, degenerate ellipticdifferentialoperator with real co-
efficientssuch that
Au(x)= if r}2u N riuS fl"(x)^f-(x)+ S ft≪(x)^-(x)+c(x)u(x)
where:
1) cyeCM(iJ'), atl=ali and
2) tfELC-iR1*).
3) ceC°°(i^)and c^O on 5.
Following Fichera [F], we introducea function b(x')on the boundary 3D
by the formula:
N / N
Tin}! ＼
^')=2U≫V)-Sy-U')k
i-＼＼ j=＼OX j /
where n=(nu n2, ■■■,nN) is the unit interior normal to the boundary 3D. We
divide the boundary 3D into the following four disjointsubsets:
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2t={x'edD; S a^UOnin^O, 6(*')<0},
21={xf<=dD; S G^CxOn^^O, 6(x')>0},
20={x'^8D; S ati{x')ninj=0, b{x')=Q).
Our fundamental hypothesis for the operator
^4
is the following (cf.
Figure 1):
(H) Each set It consists of a finite number of connected hypersurfaces.
It is worth pointing out (cf. [OR], [SV]) that one may impose a boundary con-
dition only on the set
Figure 1.
Let C(D) be the space of real-valued, continuous functions / on D. We
equip the space C(D) with the topology of uniform convergence on the whole
D; hence it is a Banach space with the maximum norm
||/||=max|/(*)|.
Now we introduce a subspace of C(D):
C0(D＼M)={u^C(D); u=0 on I2KJla}.
The space CQ(D＼M) is a closed subspace of C(D); hence it is a Banach space.
A strongly continuous semigroup {TJi20 on the space C0(D＼M) is called a
Feller semigroup on D＼M if it is non-negative and contractive on C0(D＼M):
f^C0(D＼M), 0^/^l on D＼M=}Q£Ttf^l on D＼M.
It is known (cf. [Ta, Chapter 9]) that if Tt is a Feller semigroup on D＼M,
then there exists a uniaue Markov transition function t>,on D＼M such that
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Ttf(x)= )d＼m
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Pt(x, dy)f(y), /gC0(D＼M)
Furthermore, the function pt is the transition function of some strong Markov
process; hence the value pt(x, E) expresses the transition probability that a
Markovian particle starting at position x will be found in the set E at time i.
The next theorem asserts that there exists a Feller semigroup on D corre-
sponding to such a diffusion phenomenon that a Markovian particle moves con-
tinuously in the state space D until it "dies" at which time it reaches the set
Theorem 1. Assume that the operator A satisfies hypothesis (H):
(H) Each set Si consists of a finite number of connected hypersurfaces.
We define a linear operator Jl from the space C0(D＼M) into itself as follows.
(1) The domain D(Jl) of Jl is the space
D(Jl)={u^C＼D); u = Au=Q on £2u£8}.
(2) J.u = Au, u^D(Jl).
Then the operator Jl is closable in the space C0(D＼M), and its minimal closed
extension Jl is the infinitesimal generator of some Feller semigroup {T£}£s0on
D＼M.
Theorem 1 is proved by Bony-Courrege-Priouret [BCP] in the ellipticcase
(cf. [BCP, Theoreme XVI]) and then by Cancelier [C] in the non-characteristic
case: dD=Iz (cf. [C, Theoreme 7.2]).
By a version of the Hille-Yosida theorem in semigroup theory, the proof of
Theorem 1 is reduced to the study of the Dirichlet problem in the theory of
partial differentialequations. The essential step in the proof is the following
existence and uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet problem in the framework
of Holder spaces:
and
Theorem 2. Assume that hypothesis (//) is satisfiedand that
r.<TO nn B
* d2aij
r*― V
6 ― Zj
i,j=＼dxidxj
AT^M
_
E^-+c<0 on D
Then, for each integer m^2, one can find a constant A=A(m)>0 such that,
for any function f in the space c2m+2+2°(D),O<0<1, there exists a unique solu-
tion u<=Cm+d(D) of the Dirichlet troblem:
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f (A-X)u = f in D,
(*)
{ u―0 on I2USz-
Moreover, the solution u satisfies the inequality
＼＼u＼＼cm.+O(B)^=Cm + o(X)＼＼f＼＼czm+ 2+2O(D) ,
where Cm+0(X)>0 is a constant independent of f.
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Theorem 2 is an improvement of Theorem 1.8.2 of Oieinik-Radkevic [OR]
We remark that Theorem 2 is proved by Canceller [C] in the non-characteristic
case: dD=2t (cf. [C, Theoreme 4.5]).
The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 1 provides a brief description of the basic definitions and results
about Feller semigroups, which forms a functional analytic background for tht
proof of Theorem 1. Our proof of Theorem 1 is based on a Feller semigroup
version of the Hille-Yosida theorem (Theorem 1.4) in terms of the maximurr
principle.
In Section 2, we study the Dirichlet problem
f Au-f in D ,
(D) { u~g on I^KJZz,
in the framework of spaces of bounded measurable functions, and prove ex-
istence and uniqueness theorems for problem (D) (Theorem 2.3 and Theorem
2.6),by using a method of ellipticregularization as in Oieinik-Radkevic [OR]
and also as in Cancelier [C]. It is hypothesis (H) that makes it possible to
develop the basic machinery of Oieinik-Radkevic [OR] with a minimum of
bother and the principal ideas can be presented more concretely and explicitly.
In Section 3, we prove regularity theorems (Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.5)
for the weak solutions of problem (D) constructed in Section 2 in the frame-
work of Holder spaces. In the proof, uniform estimates for approximate solu-
tions of problem (D) play an essential role (Lemma 3.4 and Lemma 3.7). Theo-
rem 2 follows from these theorems by a well-known interpolation argument.
The final Section 4 is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1. We verify all
the conditions of the generation theorem of Feller semigroups (Theorem 1.4)
in Section 1.
The author would like to express his hearty thanks to the referee whose
helpful criticisms of the manuscript resulted in a number of improvements.
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1. Theory of Feller Semigroups
This section provides a brief description of the basic definitionsand results
about Feller semigroups, which forms a functional analytic background for the
proof of Theorem 1.
1.1. Markov Transition Functions and Feller Semigroups
Let (K, p) be a locally compact, separable metric space and B the <y-algebra
of all Borel sets in K.
A function pt(x, E), defined for all t^O, x^Kand E^B, is called a (tem-
porally homogeneous) Markov transitionfunction on K if it satisfiesthe follow-
ing four conditions:
(a) pt(x, ･) is a non-negative measure on & and pt(x, K)^l for each t^O
and each x<=K.
(b) pt(",E) is a Borel measurable function for each ^0 and each E<=&.
(c) po(x, {x})=l for each x^K.
(d) (The Chapmen-Kolmogorov equation) For any t,s>0, x^K and any
E<=B, we have
(1.1) ptUx, E)=＼ Ptix, dy)ps(y, E)
K
The value pt(x, E) expresses the transition probability that a physical particle
starting at position x will be found in the set E at time /. Equation (1.1) ex-
presses the idea that a particle "start afresh"; this property is called the
Markov property.
We add a point d to K as the point at infinityif K is not compact, and as
an isolated point if K is compact; so the space Kd=K＼J{d＼ is compact.
Let C(K) be the space of real-valued, bounded continuous functions on K.
The space C{K) is a Banach space with the supremum norm
11/11=sup |/(*)|.
xeK
We say that a function f^C(K) converges to zero as x-≫o if, for each
£>0, there exists a compact subset E of K such that
and write limx_3 f(x)
l/(*)l<6
=0. We let
x(EK＼E
C0(K) = {/gC(K); ＼lmf(x)=o＼
I x->d 1
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The space CQ(K) may be identifiedwith the subspace of C(Kg) which con-
sistsof all functions/ satisfying/(3)=0:
C0(i^)={/eC(K3);/(5)=0}.
A Markov transitionfunction p, is calleda C.-functionif we have
f<=C0(K)=>Ttf= ( Pt(-,dy)f(y)GC0(K).
JK
A Markov transition function pt on K is said to be uniformly stochastically
continuous on K if the following condition is satisfied: For each s>0 and each
compact EdK, we have
limsup[l-^(x, £/,(jc))]=O,
tio xge
where Us(x)= {y^K; p(x, y)<s} is an s-neighborhood of x.
Then we have the following (cf. [Ta, Theorem 9.2.31):
Theorem 1.1. Let pt be a C^-transitionjunction on K. Then the associated
operators {Tt}tzo, defined by the formula
(1.2) TJ(x)=
(
Pt(x, dy)f(y), /eC,(/D,
JK
is strongly continuous in t on C0(K) if and only if pt is uniformly stochastically
continuous on K and satisfiesthe following condition(L):
(L) For each s>0 and each compact EdK, we have
lim sup pt(x, E)=0 .
X-.3OSJss
A family {Tt}tzo of bounded linear operators acting on C0(K) is called a
Feller semigroup on K if it satisfiesthe following three conditions:
(i) Tt+t=TrTt, t,s^O; T0=/=the identity.
(ii) The family {Tt} is strongly continuous in t for ^0:
lim||T£+s/-7V||=Q, f(EC0(K).
(iii) The family {TJ is non-negative and contractive on C0(K):
/gQK), 0^/^l on K =)0^Tt/^l on K.
The next theorem gives a characterization of Feller semigroups in terms
of Markov transition functions (cf. [Ta, Theorem 9.2.61):
Theorem 1.2. // pt is a uniformly stochastically continuous Co-transition
function on K and satisfies condition (L), then its associated operators {Tt＼t>D
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form a Feller semigroup on K.
Conversely, if {TJj£0 is a Feller semigroup on K, then there exists a uni
formly stochasticallycontinuous C0-transition pt on K, satisfying condition(L)
such that formula (1.2) holds.
1.2. Generation Theorems of Feller Semigroups
If {TJjj-o is a Feller semigroup on K, then we define its infinitesimal gen-
erator 21 by the formula
(1.3) % u = lim
no
Tt u
1
u
provided that the limit (1.3) exists in the space C0(K).
The next theorem is a version of the Hille-Yosida theorem adapted to the
present context (cf. [Ta, Theorem 9.3.1 and Corollary 9.3.2]):
Theorem 1.3. (i) Let {Tt}ti0 be a Feller semigroup on K and 51 its in-
finitesimalgenerator. Then we have the following:
(a) The domain D{S&) is everywhere dense in the space C0(K).
(b) For each a>0, the equation(aI―%)u = f has a unique solution u in Z)(S2I)
for any /gC0(/C). Hence, for each a>0, the Green operator {al―W)'1: C0(K)
-≫C0(K) can be defined by the formula
(c)
C0(K):
For each a>0, the operator (≪/―SI)'1 is non-negative on the space
f<=C0(K), /^O on K=}(aI-W)-1f^Q on K.
(d) For each a>0, the operator (al―'H)'1 is bounded on the space C0(K)
with norm
a
(ii) Conversely, if % is a linear operator from the space CQ(K) into itself
satisfying condition(a) and if there is a constant ao^0 such that, for all a>a0,
conditions (b) through (d) are satisfied,then 51 is the infinitesimal generator of
some Feller semigroup {Tt}tm on K.
We conclude this section by giving useful criteriain terms of the maximum
principle (cf. [BCP, Theoreme de Hille-Yosida-Ray] ; [Ta, Theorem 9.3.3 and
Corollary 9.3.41):
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Theorem 1.4. Let K be a locallycompact metric space and let B be a linear
operator from the space C0(K) into itself. We assume that:
(a) The domain D(B) of B is everywhere dense in the space C0(K).
(jS) // u^D(B) and sup# u>0, then there exists a point x of K such that
f m(*)=supa- u ,
＼
Bu(x)£0.
(T) For some aol^O, the range R(aol―B) of a0I―B is everywhere dense in
the space C0(K).
Then the operator B is closablein the space C0(K), and its minimal closed
extension B is the infinitesimal generator of some Feller semigroup {Tt}tk0 on K.
2. The Dirlchlet Problem―(1)―
In this section, we shall study the Dirichiet problem in the framework of
spaces of bounded measurable functions, and prove existence and uniqueness
theorems for problem (D), by using a method of ellipticregularization as in
Olemik-Radkevic [OR] and also as in Cancelier [C].
2.1. Function Spaces
First we recall the basic definitions and facts about the function spaces
which will be used in subsequent sections.
If Q is an open subset of Euclidean space R", we let
L°"(£)=thespace of equivalence classes of essentially bounded,
Lebesgue measurable functions u on Q.
The space L°°(Q)is a Banach space with the norm
＼＼u＼＼oa=esssupxeQ＼u(x)＼.
If k is a positive integer, we let
Wk'co(Q)=the space of equivalence classes of functions u^L°°{Q)
all of whose derivatives dau, ＼a＼f^k,in the sense of
distributions are in L°°(Q).
The space Wk-°°{Q)is a Banach space with the norm
IMI*.oo= S ll3aMil≫.
laISk
Let O<0<1. A function u
with exponent d if the quantity
defined on Q is said to be Holder continuous
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We;Q= SUP
x, y^Q
A x)-u{y)＼
x-y＼°
is finite. We say that u is locally Holder continuous with exponent 0 if it is
Holder continuous with exponent 8 on compact subsets of Q.
We let
C°(Q)=the space of functions in C(Q) which are locally Holder
continuous with exponent 6 on Q.
If k is a positive integer, we let
Ck+0(Q)=the space of functionsin C(Q) allof whose &-th
order derivatives are locally Holder continuous
with exponents 0 on Q.
Now assume that Q is bounded. We let
C(Q)=the space of functionsin C(Q) having continuous
extensionsto the closureQ of Q.
If & is a positiveinteger,we let
CHQ) =the space of functions in Ck(Q) all of whose derivatives
of order <Lk have continuous extensions to Q.
The space Ch(Q) is a Banach space with the norm
＼＼u＼＼ck(5>=max sup ＼dau(x)＼.
Ior|S* xei2
Further we let
C^(i2)=the space of functions in C{Q) which are Holder
continuous with exponent 8 on Q.
If & is a positive integer, we let
Ck +0(Q)=the space of functions in Ck{Q) all of whose
k-th.order derivatives are Holder continuous
with exponent 8 on Q.
The space Ck+6(Q) is a Banach space with the norm
＼＼u＼＼ck+0(Q)= ＼＼u＼＼Ck(Q)+maxldau2S;Q-
＼a＼=k
If M is an n-dimensional compact C°°manifold without boundary and m is
a non-negative integer, then the spaces Wm-°°(M)and Cm +e(M) are defined re-
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spectively to be locally the spaces Wm-°°(Rn)and Cm +0(Rn), upon using local
coordinate systems flattening out M, together with a partition of unity. The
norms of the spaces Wm-°°(M) and Cm +e(M) will be denoted by IHL.oo and
＼＼-＼＼cm+o{M),respectively.
We recall the following results(cf. [Tr]):
I) If k is a positive integer, then we have
W"-(Af)={9 EC*-W);max sup
l^^z^OOi< 1
I ＼a＼ik-lx,y<=M ＼X―V I
XrV
where ＼x―y＼ is the geodesic distance between x and y with respect to the
Riemannian metric of M.
II) The space Ck +0(M) is a real interpolation space between the spaces
Wk-°°(M)and Wk +1'°°(M);more precisely we have
Ck+d(M)=(Wk-°°(M＼ Wk+u"(M))d ,
lu^Wk"*(M);
sup
I £>0
K(t, u)
t°
<oo|
where
K(t, u)= inf (||K0JUiOO+*||u1||/k+1.oo)
u=uo+u1
2.2. Formulation of the Dirichlet Problem
Let D be a bounded domain of Euclidean space RN with C°°boundary 3D.
Its closure D―D＼JdD is an A/-dimensional, compact C°°manifold with boundary.
We let
N d2U N flu
Au(x)= S aii(x),―^-(x)+'EbKx)^-(x) + c(xMx)
i,j=l OXiOXj i =l OXi
be a second-order, degenerate ellipticdifferentialoperator with real coefficients
such that:
1) aij(EC~(RN), aij=aji and
N
i,j-i
aiJ(x)^j^O, x =RN, %£ERN
2) tfeC^R").
3) ctEC°°(RN)and c£0 on D.
Following Fichera [F], we introduce a function b(x') on the boundary 3D
by the formula:
b{x')= S (b＼x')- S -^―(^OjMi,
where n―(nu n2,■■■,nN) is the unit interior normal to the boundary 3D. The
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function b will be called the Fichera function for the operator A. It is easy
to verify that the Fichera function b is invariantly defined on the characteristic
set:
Z°= lx'(EdD; S aij{x')nin^＼
Let A* be the formal adjoint operator for A
A*v(x) =
i
2 a"(*);r|-(*)+ 2 (2 ≪-≫'(*>)few
+ ( S f4-W-S^-W+c(A;)W)
＼i,i=lOXiOXj i =lOXi '
It is easy to see that the Fichera function b* for the operator A* is given by
b*(x')= b(x')= - 2 ibKx')- S V-(jc'))nt
In order to formulate precisely the Dirichlet problem for the operator A
we divide the boundary dD into the following four disjointsubsets:
2a=dD^2°=
I i,j=i J
22 =
lx'e=dD)
S aiJ(x')ninj=O, &(x')<o}
21 = {x'(EdD; S aij(x/)ninJ=O! b{x')>oX
Za = lx'^dD; S aij(x')ninj=O, b(x')=o＼.
We remark that the sets Ss, I2, Ix and Io are all invariantly defined
Our fundamental hypothesis for the operator A is the following:
(H) Each set S{ consists of a finite number of connected hypersurfaces.
This hypothesis makes it possible to develop the basic machinery of Oleinik-
Radkevic [OR] with a minimum of bother and the principal ideas can be pre-
sented more concretely and explicitly.
We shall consider the following Dirichlet problem: For given bounded
measurable functions / and g defined in D and on U2KjSa, respectively, find a
bounded measurable function u in D such that
(D)
( Au = f in D ,
{ u=g on I2＼JSZ.
Now we give the precisedefinitionof a weak solutionof problem (D)
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Definition 2.1. A bounded measurable function u in D is called a weak
solutionof problem (D) if, for any function v<=C＼D) satisfying v=0 on i^Ul^,
wp hnvp
(2.1)
rr
＼＼ u-A*vdx
JJd
=＼＼j≫d* -L>
where d/ov is the conormal derivative asso
a N2L― yi nijr)
OV <=i
dv
dv
r
da + ＼ bgvda
Js2
ciated with the operator A
5
jdxi
and b is the Fichera function and da is the surface element of dD.
Our definitionof a weak solution may be justifiedby using the following
Green formula for the operators A and A* (cf. [OR, formula (1.1.14)]):
Theorem 2.2. For all functions u and v in CHD), we have
(2.2)
≪(Au-v―
u-A*v)dx = ― ＼ (-^―v―U7r-)da―＼ buvda
D JSS＼OV OV' JdD＼I0
2.3. Existence Theorem for Problem (D)
First we prove the following existencetheorem for problem (D) (cf.[OR,
Theorem 1.5.11):
Theorem 2.3. Assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfiedand that
(2.3) c<0 on D.
Then, for any f^L0O(D)andanyg^L0O(I2yjS3), there exists a weak solution
u<=L°°(D)of the Dirichlet problem:
(D)
! Au = f
u=g
in D ,
on I2Wls
Furthermore, the solution u satisfiesthe inequality
(2.4)
where
ess supc | u | ^ max(― ess sup,, | /1, ess sup v2wx3 ＼g＼),
co=m_in( ―c)>0 .
D
Proof. I) First we construct approximate solutionsof problems (D) by
making good use of a method of ellipticregularization,just as in Oleinik-
Radkevic TORI
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Let / be an arbitrary function in the space L°°{D),and choose a sequence
{/n}≪=iin the space Ce{D) (O<0<1) such that
(2.5a) max|/n| ^esssupcl/l,
D
(2.5b) fn ―> f in L＼D) as n-^oo ,
and also a sequence {gn} n=i in the space C2+e(D) (O<0<1) such that
(2.6a) maxlg-j^esssup^uirjgl,
(2.6b) gn―>g in L＼I2KjIz) as n^^ .
This can be done by using regularizations (mollifiers)of / and g.
Now let uEin be a solution of the Dirichlet problem for the ellipticoperators
As=sd+A (e>0):
(£..≫)
Aeus n = /n in D
Us,n = gn on 3D
where zJ=2]|Li 32/3x? is the usual Laplacian. We know (cf. [GT]) that such a
solution us<n of problem (De,n) exists and is unique in the space C2+6(D). Thus,
applying the maximum principle (cf. Theorem A.2) to the ellipticoperators As,
we obtain from inequalities(2.5a) and (2.6a) that
(2.7) sup|us n＼^ max(―max|/B|, max|gn| )
D ' VC0 D 3D /
^max(―esssupc|/1, esssupj2wj3＼g＼)
II) Next we show that the limit function un of ws,n when s 1 0 is a weak
solution of the Dirichlet problem for the operator A:
(Dn)
I Aun
un ―
= /, in D
gn on ZzVJZ.
If we let
then it follows that 2£,neC2+<?(Z>)and satisfies:
( Asz,,n―fn~Asgn in D ,
1 2s,n=0 on dD .
II-l) In order to estimate the zc,n, we need the following lemma (cf. [OR,
Lemmas 1.5.1 and 1.8.31):
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Lemma 2.4. Let f<=Ce(D) (O<0<1) and let us^C2+e(D) be a unique solu-
tion of the Dirichlet problem for the elliptic operators As=erf-＼-A (s>0):
f Aeu,=f in D ,
[ u£=0 on dD .
If hypothesis (H) and condition (2.3) are satisfied, then the solution us satisfies
the estimates
(2.8a)
(2.8b)
(2.8c)
max|grad w£|^ M＼＼f＼＼Cw),
max|gradw£|^Mj|/||C(S) ,
^2
max|gradw£ ^-/HI/llccS) ,
In V£
where M>0 and C>0 are constantsindependent of s>0
Proof. Let x'o be an arbitrary point of the set 2s＼Jl2^J2o- We choose
a local coordinate system (yu y2, ･･･,yN) in a tubular neighborhood HJ of x'o
such that:
･ D={yN>0},
dD={yN=0},
and assume that, in terms of this coordinate system, the operator As=ed+A
is of the form
(2.9)
/ n W n a ＼ ^2
JV ―1
+2 2 aNj
52
dyNdyj
aij
1
52
dySyj
a #-1 a
We remark that:
(a) aNN(0)>0 if x'0<=Z3.
(b) aNlf(0)=0 and j8"(0)<0 if x'0^I2.
(c) aNN(0)=0 and ^^(0)^0 if x'0(eZ0.
In order to prove estimate (2.8),it sufficesto prove that
(2.8a')
(2.8b')
0)
^M||/||C(5),
O)＼^M＼＼nc<m,
392
(2.8c')
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|^-(0)
<~＼＼f＼＼ca≫,
since uE―0 on dD and hence due/dyj=O on dD, for 1^/^iV― 1.
(a) First we prove estimate (2.8a'): We let
bk{y', yN)= exp ＼_-kyN~＼-l, y=(y', y^^v ,
where &>0 is a large constant to be chosen later on. Then it follows from
formula (2.9) that
Ae(bk)=e(nNNkz-vNk) + aNNk2-pMk + cbk in <V.
Thus, since aMN(0)>0, we have for k sufficientlylarge
AE{bk)^a0k2 in CU,
with some constant ≪0>0.
We let
<p±(y)=mbk(y)±us(y),
where m.= m(k)>0 is a constant given by
1 H/llccS)
m ―
Then it is easy to verify that
and
But we have
＼＼us＼＼cw)
<p±＼st=Q
As(<p±)=mAs(bk)±f
>maak2±f
ii j-II , r ,
/
＼＼Ue＼＼C(.D) ＼
ui
>0 in °U.
Thus, applying the maximum principle(cf. Theorem A.I) to the functions <p±l
we obtain that
cp±^O in <u.
Hence it follows that
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+
dus
dyN
(O)-mk =
o<p±
dyN
This proves that for all sufficientlylarge k
(2.10)
On the
^―(0) <mkdyN
)ll/ll
C (£≫)+(
(0)^0.
k
■
)||m
≪
IIc(B).
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other hand, applying the maximum principle to the functions ws,
we obtain (cf. estimate (2.7)) that
(2.11)
l|M.llc(5)^-||/!lc(5).
Co
Therefore, the desired estimate (2.8a')follows by combining estimates (2.10)
and (2.11).
(b) Next we prove estimate (2.8b'): Since j8*(0)<0, it follows that if k
is sufficientlylarge, we have for some constant /30>0
As(bk)=s(ftNN k2-vN k)+ aNN k2-fiN k + cbk
^/30£ in <u.
We let
<p±(y)=lbk(y)±ue(y),
where l=l(k)>0 is a constant eiven bv
, 1 Wf＼＼ciB>
k 0O
＼＼us＼＼cw)
mm Bw(―bk)
Then, just as in case (a),it follows that
and
AM±)=lAt(bk)±f
>0 in <U.
Thus, applying again the maximum principle to the functions <p±,we obtain
that
<p±^0 in RJ.
Hence we have fiust as in case fa))
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^/*=-f-||/l|C(2$)+(
k
z(L+ * I) H/llccB).
)||m≪IIc(S)
This proves estimate (2.8b').
(c) Finally we prove estimate (2.8c'): We take a function ^gC^"1)
such that
&(/)=■ ,-/, (l/l'-3')'＼
if l/l^≪,
if d^＼y'＼^2d,
where 8>0 is a small constant to be chosen later on. It is easy to verify the
following:
(1)
(2)
I^.I^Ve on RN~l
#s
dyj
^i-V^ on R"-1
a
(3)
Pt^^
≫≪*-･
Let Qs.tbe a subdomain of D definedby
Qs..={y=(y', yw)^RN; ＼yf＼<28,0<yN≪ps(y')}.
Here we choose a constant d>0 so small that the domain Qs,eis containedin
a tubular neighborhood <U of xJ=(O, 0). In the domain Qs.e,we considera
function
w(y)=K0(e~*^-l),
where
Xy)=
Vs
Here K0>0 and Kx>0 are large constants to be chosen later on
Then we have the following:
Claim 1. As(w)^c0K0 in the domain Qs,s if Ki>0 is sufficientlylarge (in
dependently of Ko) and if s>0 is sufficientlysmall. Here recall that
co=min (―c)>0.
n
Proof. Since the matrix (p.ij) is positive definite and the matrix (aiJ) is
non-negative definite, it is easy to see that
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(2.12) At(w)=KoK＼e-'(v>(ftNIf-2f±1u>f'
dyj i,j=iF dyidyj'
N-i (P(h
+K,K＼e-^^ I(
^^^-""M-^s/i)
j=i oyj uj=i oyidyjt
N-l ffr(U
+ cK,e-z^-cKa
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+k≪ a1 ,f>4-£$- +k, vr(-.*+vr'aV-)^)
iV-1
aij 1. ^ K %
+K'"MrJrlj+cY""+"K>
But we find that
P≫=O(VT) in<?,,,
since 0^=0 on Io.
Therefore, we obtain from inequality (2.12) that
Ae(w)^c0K0 in Qs,s
if Kt>0 is sufficiently large (independently of Ko) and if e>0 is sufficiently
small.
Claim 2. AE(w±ue)>0 in the domain Qs,e if K0>0 is sufficientlylarge.
Proof. By Claim 1, if follows that
Ae(w±us)=A£(w)±f^cl)K0±f>0 in dQs.e
if K-~~>0 is an Inrap that
(2.13) Ko>
ll/llc(U)
Co
Claim 3. w±ue<,0 on the boundary dQs,s if K0>0 is sufficientlylarge
Proof. First, since we have for lv'l<2<5
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r uE(y', 0)=0,
1
w(y', O)=Ki>(e-lKi>'/TH''1-*'"""-1)^0,
it follows that on the set 3£?5,gn{;yjv=0}
w(y', 0)±ut(yf, 0)^0.
Next we recall that
＼＼U,＼＼ciB)^― WfWciD) ■
Co
Hence it follows that on the set dQs,er＼{yN=fry')}
w(y', fry'V + uW, 4>(y'))=K0(e-Ki-l)±us(y', fry'))
<iL(g-*i-n+iiMeiu
if K0>0 is so large that
(2.14) Ko>
1
^Ko(e-*i-l) + -!l/l!c(5)
Co
<0.
c.U-0-*1)
II/IICCB).
By virtue of Claims 2 and 3, we can apply the maximum principle(Theo-
rem A.I) to the functionsw±us, we obtain that
w±us<.0 in Qs.e.
Hence it follows that
so that
dyN V£ oyN
due
^K0Kj
In view of inequalities(2.13) and (2.14),this proves estimate (2.8c').
The proof of Lemma 2.4 is now complete.
II-2) Now, applying Lemma 2.4 to the functions ze,n (n being fixed), we
obtain that
max|grad2,iB|^MB(||/JC(B, + ||£B||c≪<5)),
and hence that
max|grad2,,B|^―7^(||/nllc<s> + ll£nllc2<B>)
Sn V £
(2.15a)
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maxlgvad us,n＼ £M'n(＼＼fn＼＼cw)+ Un＼＼c2W))
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(2.15b) max|gradM£,n|^-7^(||/n||C(z>)+ ll^re!!c2(B)),
.£0 V £
since ut.n=z.,n-gn and gne=Ct+e(D). Here Mn>0, M'n>0, Cn>0 and C;>0
are constantsindependent of e.
Then, applying Green's formula (2.2)to theoperatorsAs=eA+A and At=
sJ+,4*, we find that for all v^C＼D) satisfying?;=0 on S1＼jSa
(2.16)
rr rr
＼＼fnvdx = ＼＼A,u£,n-vdx
= ＼＼D",n-A*vdx-＼is( dus
3v
v―u£vn^-jda
― 1 busnvda ― e[＼ [―^―
JdD＼I6 ＼JdD＼ OH
v―us_n
= s＼＼ue u-dvdx + W ue n-A*vdx + ＼ g
JJD JJD JI3
dv ,
dv
, , . r dv r dus,n
＼ bgnvda + B＼ gn^r-da ― s＼ ―=―
J^o s J3d& dn teovXz dn
vda .
But we recall (cf. [Y, Chapter V, Section 2, Theorem 1]) that the unit ball in
the Hilbert space L*(D) is sequentially weakly compact. Hence, by estimate
(2.7),one can find a subsequence {tteftl7l}*°=iwhich converges weakly to some
function un in L＼D) as ek 1 0. Thus, we can let ek ＼0 in formula (2.16) to
obtain that for all v<=Cz(D) satisfying v―0 on I^Is
(2.17) ＼＼fnvdx ― ＼＼un-A*vdx + ＼ gn^-da ―＼
JJD JJD Jl'3 OV J2
bgnvda .
2
Indeed, by estimate (2.15),it follows that the last term of the right-hand side
of formula (2.16) tends to zero as ek j 0.
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the set
K―＼w<=lL＼D)＼ esssupol w＼<Smax(―esssupz>|/|, esssup2-2uj3|g|)[
is convex and strongly closed in the space L＼D). Thus it follows from an
applicationof Mazur's theorem (cf. [Y, Chapter V, Section 1, Theorem 11])
that the set K is weakly closedin L＼D). This proves that uH<=K:
(2.18) ess supfl | u n | ^ max
(
― ess sup/> ＼f＼, ess sup j2wx3 ＼g＼)
since ue n<=K for e>0
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Therefore, we have proved that the function un is a weak solution of
problem (Dn) and satisfiesestimate (2.18).
Ill) Finally we show that the limit function u of un when n^oo is a
weak solution of problem (D):
( Au = f in D,
(D)
{ u―g on I%＼Jl%.
By estimate (2.18),it follows that the sequence {≪n}~=iis weakly compact
in the space L＼D). Hence one can finda subsequence {unk}t=i which converges
weakly to some function u in L2(D) as nk^>o°-
Therefore, letting nk^oo in formula (2.17),we obtain from assertions (2.5b)
and (2.6b) that for all velC＼D) satisfying v=0 on I1uH3
ff fvdx = [[ u-A*vdx + [ g^- bgvda
^2
Furthermore, since unk<=K, it follows from an applicationof Mazur's theorem
that mgK, thatis, the functionu satisfiesinequality(2.4).
The proof of Theorem 2.3is now complete.
Remark 2.5. It can be shown (cf. [OR, Theorem 1.5.2]) that if g is a
function in the space C(2T2W2T3), then the weak solution u constructed in Theo-
rem 2.3 assumes the given boundary values g on the set Iz＼Jls.
2.4, Uniqueness Theorem for Problem (D)
Next we prove the following uniquenesstheorem forproblem (D) (cf.[OR
Theorem 1.6.1]):
Theorem 2.6. Assume thathypothesis(H) is satisfied,and that
(2.19) c*= S #4 S?^+c<0 on D
i.j^lOXiOXj i-lOXi
Then any homogeneous solution m<eL°°(Z))of problem (D) is equal to zero
almost everywhere in D, that is, if we have for any function v^C＼D) satisfying
v=0 on 2>iU2>3
(2.20) ft u-A*vdx=Q,
then the solution u is equal to zero almost everywhere in D.
Proof. I) We modify the domain D and the operator A* so that the set
Ia＼j2z is of type I2 or of type 2V
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By hypothesis(H), one can choose a bounded domain Q with C°°boundary
dQ such that(cf. Figure 2)
f DvS0＼jZ2(zQ ,
and one may assume that
(2.190 c*<0 on Q .
Figure 2.
Now we take a function a<=C°°(Q)such that
( a=0 in D,
1
a>0 in Q＼D ,
and consider the Dirichlet problem for the ellipticoperators sd-JrA*+aA (e>0):
{ (sd+A*+ad)vs=(p in Q ,
(Df)
{ vs=0 on dQ ,
where A―^l^id2/dx＼ is the usual Laplacian. We remark that:
(i) The Fichera function 6* for the operator A*+aA is equal to ―b on
Iu and so
B*(x')<0 on Z1.
(ii) SL=i a'Kx^n^j+aix'^U n!>0 on dQ＼l,.
In other words, the boundary dQ is of type I2 or of type I's for the operator
A*+ad.
Let (p be an arbitrary function in the space C (D). Then we know (cf.
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[GT]) that problem (Df) has a unique solutionvs in the space C^Q) and that
(2.21)
where
max
Q
vs＼<-rmax＼<p＼
cS=min(-c*)>0.
D
Since ve^C°°(Q)and us―0 on i^Ul^ and since a=0 in D, it follows from an
application of Green's formula (2.2) and condition (2.20) that
(2.22) u(pdx = ＼＼u-sJvedx + ＼＼u-A*vedx + ＼＼u-aAvsdx
D T JJ/> JjZ) JjD
= ＼＼u-eAvtdx .
JJZ)
We choose a sequence {un＼n=iin the space C (D) such that
un ―> u
Then we have by Schwarz's inequality
(2.23) I
f f
＼＼u-sJvedx
in L2(D).
≪r r j
(u ― un)eAvsdx + ＼＼un-sJvsdx＼
D JJD ＼
<; ＼＼(u ―un)eJuEdx +£ ＼＼Aun-vsdx
JJD JjD
^{^/{Avsydx)ll2＼＼u-Un＼＼LnD)
+smax|?;£| ＼＼|Aun＼dx .
Q JJD
II) In order to estimate the firstterm on the last inequality, we need the
following lemma due to Olemik-Radkevic ([OR, Lemma 1.6.11):
Lemma 2.7. Let f^Ce{D) (O<0<1) and let ve^C2+fi(D) be a unique solu-
tion of the Dirichlet problem for the ellipticoperators sJ+A (s>0):
f (sd+A)ve=f in D,
{ ve―0 on dD.
Assume that condition(2.3) is satisfiedand that for some constant C>0 inde-
pendent of s
C
max grad vs ^ ―t=-.
dD VS
Then we have the estimate
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ft z＼Av,fdx^C',
with some constant C>0 independent of s
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Ill) Since the boundary dQ is of type S2 or of type S3 for the operator
A*-＼-aA,it follows from an application of Lemma 2.4 that
max|gradv£|^M*||^||c(jS) ,
dQ
where M*>0 is a constant independent of s. Hence, applying Lemma 2.7 to
the operator ,4*4-a A, we obtain that
(2.24) (( $2(Ave)2dx£C*,
JJ<■"
where C*>0 is a constant independent of s.
Therefore, combining estimates (2.23),(2.24) and (2.21), we find that
so that
(f
u-eMdx ^VC*||M-u,(!k2(O) + £maX-|-^(f ＼Aun＼dx
JJ D Cn Jj D
lim
£10
U u-sJvedx―O
since uH―*u in L2(D). Hence combining this fact with formula (2.22), we have
＼＼uwdx =0
This proves that u=0 a. e. in D, since <p^C^(D) is arbitrary.
The proof of Theorem 2.6 is complete.
3. The Dirichlet Problem―(2)―
In this section, we prove regularity theorems for the weak solutions of
problem (D) constructed in Theorem 2.3 in the framework of the spaces Wm'°°(D)
and Cm +0(D) where m^l.
3.1. Lipschitz Continuity for Weak Solutions
First we prove a regularity theorem for problem (D) in the space WU°°{D)
(cf. [OR, Theorem 1.8.1]; [C, Theoreme 4.4]), which gives a sufficient condi-
tion for the Lipschitz continuity for weak solutions of the Dirichlet problem.
Theorem 3.1. Assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfied and that condition
(2.3) is satisfied. Then one can find a constant ^>0 such that, for any function
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/ in the space W1>OO(Z)),there existsa weak solution u^Wu°°(D) of the Dirichlet
problem:
f (A-X)u = f in D,
(*)
{ u=Q on 2%＼j2z.
Moreover, the solution u satisfiesthe inequality
(3.1) IImIIi.oo^CxU)!/!,..,
where C＼(7)>0 is a constant independent of f.
Proof. I) We modify the domain D and the operator A so that the set
2Vj2"i is of type Iz or of type 2V
By hypothesis (//), one can choose a bounded domain Q with C°°boundary
dQ such that (cf. Figure 3)
＼2t＼j2tcdQ,
and one may assume that
(2.30 c<0 on Q.
Figure 3.
Now we take a function a<=C°°(Q)such that
f a=0 in D,
1
fl>0 in Q＼D,
and consider the Dirichletproblem for the ellipticoperators eA+A + aA―X (e>0):
f (sJ+A + aJ-^)M£=:/ in fi,
[ ue=0 on 3i2,
where A―Y＼L1d2/dx2i is the usual Laplacian and ^>0. We remark that:
(i)
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The Fichera function b for the operator A + ad―X is equal to b on I2,
and so
B(x')<0 on I,.
(") S^=i aiJ(x')nitij+a(x')3}?=1n＼>Q on 8Q＼SS.
In other words, the boundary dQ is of type Iz or of type Is for the operators
A + aA-k, ;>0.
II) First let / be an arbitrary function in the space C1+d(D), O<0<1. We
show that there exists a weak solution u^Wl>ao(D) of problem (*) which satisfies
inequality (3.1).
One may assume that
f(=C1+0(Q),
(3.2)
Then we know
ll/llci(5)^ll/llt7KS).
(cf. [GT]) that problem (Ds) has a unique solution us in the
space C^°(Q) and that
max I ue＼<|―max|/|
since (eA+A + ad ―X)l= c ―X£―X on Q.
II-l) We show that there exists a subsequence {uSk} which converges uni-
formly in Q to a function u^W1>oo(Q), as sk [0.
Il-la) To do so, if <p^C＼D), we define a continuous function i3^(^, <p)on
Z) bv the formula
where
BA(w, (p)(x)=2 S aij(x)^(x)^-(x)-c(x)-<p(x)＼ x^D
i.j=l OXi OXj T
A= S atKx)Jr?ir+71b＼x)£-+c(x)
i,j=l OXiOXj i=l 0%i
We remark that the function BA(<p, <p)is non-negative on D for all ip^Cl{D).
The next result may be proved just as in the proof of Theoreme 4.1 of
Cancelier [C].
Lemma 3.2. If <p^C°°(D),we let
and
i=i OX,-
xeeD
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R1(x)=Ap1(x)-^BA £>>･ -*
Then, for each t?>0, there exist constants /30>Q and /3i>0 such that we have
for all <p^C°°(D)
ifliooi^f;^
dxj
J£)(*)+j8olMIS<J≫
+^W<pVcnm + -iy＼＼A(p＼＼2cnm,xg=D
Remark 3.3. The constantsfiuand ^ are uniform for the operatorsA-＼-
eA-XI, O^e^l, ^0.
H-lb) The proof that u<=Wu°°(D)is based on the followinglemma (cf.
[OR, Lemma 1.8.1]):
Lemma 3.4. Assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfied with dD―12＼jSz and
that condition (2.3)is satisfied. Then one can find a constant k>0 such thatif f
is a function in the space C1+0(D), then the unique solution ue^C3+0(D) of the
Dirichlet problem
f(A + eA-A)us=f in D,
{ us~Q on oD
satisfiesthe estimate
(3.3) l|M.llci(B)^C1U)||/||cl{5),
where Ci(^)>0 is a constant independent of £>O.
Proof. We remark (cf. estimate (2.11)) that the solution us satisfies the
estimate
(3.4) lue＼＼ccm£j＼＼f＼＼c(m,
since (,4 + sJ ― X)l= c―X<― I on D. Thus, to prove estimate (3.3), it suffices
to show that
(3.5) max|gradus|^MU)||/||eic,D),
D
where M(X)>0 is a constantindependent of s>0
We let
p＼(x)=
iV dus
dxj
2 _
(x) , x(eD
and assume that the function Mix) attains its positive maximum at a point xn
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of D. Then, since the matrix (aiJ)is non-negative definite,we obtain that
(3.6) (A + e/l)p＼(xQ)^c(x0)pi(x0).
But it follows from an application of Lemma 3.2 with 79= 1/2 that
(A + $d-k)p＼(x)=T>iBA+E^n
with
(3.7) RM＼<
fdu,
＼dx'j
Un
A
<fo± dJh＼x)
2 k A+eA-"＼dx/ dx/X)
x)+R1(x)
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+Po＼＼u*＼＼c(B>+Pi＼＼u.num+ j＼＼f＼＼hum.
Here we remark (cf. Remark 3.3) that the constants /Soand /3j are independent
of s>0 and ^>0.
Hence we obtain from inequalities(3.6),(3.7) and (3.4) that
Xp＼(xo)^(Z-c(xo))pi(xo)
<a-A-ed)p[(xn)
This proves that
-((A + eA-X)p[(x0)-
j}
BA+£^n(d^,
^W)
＼ j=i ＼OXj OXj/ /
^ /dus dus＼
j=i ＼OXj OXj/
-""2 M M*A-XI＼d7; 87/ o)
+P4u.＼＼ciB)+Pi(＼＼u.＼＼!llB)+ Pl(x0))+-2＼＼fMlim
<^)l!/ll ClB)+PiPi(xo)+-^＼＼fUHB).
(J-j8i)tf(Jc.)^(&££)||/|| 2 _ I I f II 2 _
Therefore, if ^>0 is so large that
then it follows that
pl(xo)<C(X)＼＼f＼＼ciiB>
where C(2)>0 is a constant independent of e>0.
Thus we have proved that
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or equivalently
(3.8')
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max />i^Ctf)||/||gi(S)+max PI
maxIgradM.I^M^II/ilcK^+maxIgradM.I
D dD
On the other hand, it follows from an application of Lemma 2.4 that
(3.9) max|gradMe|^M2U)||/||C(D,,
3D
since dD=Ez＼JS%.
Therefore, the desired estimate (3.5) (and hence estimate (3.3))follows by
combining estimates (3.8')and (3.9).
The proof of Lemma 3.4 is complete.
II-lc) Now it follows from an application of Lemma 3.4 with A ―A^aA
and inequality (3.2) that
(3.10) WuAcnQ^CimfWcnQ^CmWfWcnm.
This proves that the sequence {ue} is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous on
Q. Hence, by virtue of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem, one can choose a subsequence
{uek} which converges uniformly to a function u<=C(Q), as sk j 0. Further-
more, since the unit ball in the Hilbert space L＼Q) is sequentiallyweakly com-
pact (cf. [Y, Chapter V, Section 2, Theorem 1]), one may assume that the
sequence {djuek＼converges weakly to a function (pjin L＼Q), for each 1^/^iV.
Then we have
djU=4)j^L2(Q), l^j£N.
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the set
K={vs=L＼Q); iMUfSC^II/ilcKD)}
is convex and strongly closed in L＼Q). Thus it follows from an application
of Mazur's theorem (cf. [Y, Chapter V, Section 1, Theorem 11]) that the set
K is weakly closed in L＼Q). But we have
( djUtk EK,
[ d}uSk ―> <])jweakly in L＼Q) for each l^j^N.
Hence we find that
that is,
Summing up, we have proved that
(3.11)
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i u<=Wu°°(Q),
Nli.≫^C1tf)||/||Ci(S)>
407
where C^X) is a constant independent of /.
II-2) Finally we show that the function u is a weak solution of the Dirichlet
problem:
(*)
I
(A-X)u = f
u=0
in D,
on IiKJSi
That is, we show that for all Vi^C%D) satisfying^ =0 on I^jS-s
(3.12) ＼^Jv1dx= [[u-{A^-}.)v1dx
II-2a) First, since us is a solution of problem (Ds), we obtain from Green's
formula (2.2) that for all vgC2(C) satisfying v=0 on dQ＼I2
(3.13) JWHi/
+
■
i
+
Aue-vdx~＼-
＼Ua-X)u,
＼laJus-vdx
vdx
I ua>Avdx + ＼＼ue-J(av)dx
J** JJSJ
[[ ur(A*-X)vdx-e[ v^
jjq )sz on
da
since a=0 on 22 and hence av=0 on dQ.
But we recall that the subsequence {uek＼f=l converges uniformly to the
function u<=Wu°°(Q), as sk j 0. Thus, letting s,k＼0 in formula (3.13), we obtain
that
(3.14) [[fvdx = ＼[u'A(av)dx+ ＼[u-(A*-X)vdx
Indeed, by estimate (3.10), the last term of the right-hand side of formula
(3.13) tends to zero as sk j 0.
II-25) By hypothesis (H), we can introduce in a tubular neighborhood of
dQ a local coordinate system (yu y2, ■･■,yN) such that:
I Q={yN>0},
＼dQ={yN=0}.
Assume that, in terms of this coordinate system, the operator A* is of the form
N
A*= S c?1
d2
dytdyj
N d
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If <5>0 is sufficiently small, we choose a function 0aGC°°(i2) such that 0^03^1
on Q and that:
0
1
in the ^-neighborhood Gs of I0＼Jli and in Q＼D,
in D outside the 25-neighborhood G28 of 2a＼j2x.
One may assume that the function <j)5depends only on the variable yN and that
we have as 8 I 0
d<f>d
dyN
dy2N
=o(ri)
=o(r2)
Let Vi be an arbitrary function in C2(D) satisfying ^=0 on j^wi^. Then
it follows that the function v^s belongs to C＼D) and satisfiesVi<f>s=Oon dQ＼S2-
Thus, applying formula (3.14) to the function vx6s, we obtain that
(3.15) ＼＼f-vifadx
^
DU'(A*-X)(v^e)dx
since avi<f>d=Oin Q.
II-2c) We shall show that formula (3.15) tends to formula (3.12) as 8 | 0.
i ) First, by the Lebesgue convergence theorem, it follows that the left-
hand side of formula (3.15) tends to the left-hand side of formula (3.12) as 8 [ 0:
(3.16) limtf fvi6sdx =
＼[
fv^dx.
<HoJJz> JJD
ii) We rewrite the right-hand side of formula (3.15)in the following form :
(3.17)
＼＼u-(A*-X)(y4≫)dx
=
＼
[u((A*-X)v1)^sdx
+ ^iuv1(A*fa-c*fa)dx
+2([ ( S aiJ
dxt dXj /
We calculate the limit of the terms If, I＼ and 11 as d j 0.
ii-a) For the term I＼,we have by the Lebesgue convergence theorem
(3.18) lim/f
810
= (( u-^-zOvtdx
JjD
ii-b) For the terms I＼and /f, we remark that the integrals I＼and /f are
taken over the 2<5-neighborhood G2d of the set IuWli where the functions
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dubs/dxi and dz<fis/dxidxjmay be different from zero. Thus, passing to the local
coordinate system (yu yit ･･■, yN), we obtain that
JJG2S＼ dy% r oyN /
/f=2[( a
JjG2g
NN
dih 80s
dyN dyN
UKdy
since the function <f)Sdepends only on the variable y N. Here k is some C°°
fnnrtinn
First we consider the limit of the term /f as d | 0
O(d2),d20s/dy2N= O(d-2) near the set I.VJS, and since
G,z is of order d. it follows that
(3.19)
(3.20)
(3.21)
(3.22)
(3.23)
rr
lim aNN
<5ioJjG2(?
limff
Sioj)
ViUtcdy=O
Since we have aNN =
the measure ＼GZ$＼ of
dy2N
On the other hand, we remark that vx=Q on 2＼ and that the function fiN coin-
cides with the Fichera function b* for the operator ^4* on IQ. This implies that
v1= O(8) near I1}
PN=O(5) near Io.
Hflti^p＼xrp>have'
5io)}G23r dyN
since d(f>s/dyN=O{d l) and |G2,?|=0(<5).
Therefore, we obtain from formulas (3.19) and (3.20) that
lim/|=O
OiO
Next we consider the limit of the term /f as 8 [ 0: Since we have aNN=
O(d2) and dd>n/dyN = O(d~l) near the set In＼Jl^ it follows that
°2s oyN dyN
Furthermore, since the matrix (aij) is non-negative definite,we find that
aiN=0 on loUl,, l^i^iV-1,
and so
aiN = O(8) near Z0＼j2lt l£i£N-l.
Thus wp havp
5io ^=iJJg2S dyt dyN
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since d^s/dyN=0(8~1) and ＼G2s＼=O(d).
Hence, we obtain from formulas (3.22) and (3.23) that
(3.24) lim/|=O
8iO
ii-c) Summing up, we obtain from formulas (3.17),(3.18),(3.21) and (3.24)
that the right-hand side of formula (3.15) tends to the right-hand side of for-
mula (3.12) as d i 0:
(3.25) lim
SiO
＼[u-(A*-X)(v^8)dx=^ u-(A*―X)v1dx
D
iii) Therefore, formula (3.12)follows from formula (3.15) by combining
formulas (3.16)and (3.25).
Ill) Now let / be an arbitraryfunctionin the space WU°°(D).Then one
can finda sequence {/n}n=i in C1+e(D) such that
(3.26a) ll/nllcncs^ll/lkoc,
(3.26b) /, ―> f in C{D) as n -> oo.
By step II), it follows that there exists a weak solution wneJFli0°(D)of the
Dirichlet problem:
f (A-X)un=fn in D,
＼
un=0 on I2UZS,
and the solution un satisfiesthe estimate
(3.27) l|M≫lli,≪.^C1U)||/B||Ci(S)^C1(;)||/||1.0O.
But, by a Sobolev imbedding theorem (cf. [A, Lemma 5.17]), this implies that
the sequence {wn}≪=iis uniformly bounded and Lipschitz continuous on D (and
hence it is equicontinuous on D). Thus, by virtue of the Ascoli-Arzela theorem,
one can choose a subsequence {un.} which converges uniformly to a function
u in C(D) as n'->oo. Therefore, it follows from assertion (3.26b) that for all
v^CHD) satisfying v=0 on S,＼Jlo we have
ft u-(A*-X)vdx=＼im ＼[un.-{A*-l)vdx
= lim ＼＼fn'vdx
jU≪lx
On the other hand, just as in the proof of step II-lc) (cf. the proof of
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assertion (3.11)),we obtain from estimate (3.27) that
( u^Wu°°(D),
I
IMk^C^II/lk-.
Summing up, we have proved that, for any f^Wu°°(D), there exists a
weak solution u in the space WUo°(D) of problem (*) which satisfiesinequality
(3.1).
The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete.
3.2. Holder Continuity for Weak Solutions
In this subsection, we study problem (D) in the framework of Holder spaces.
First we prove an existence theorem for problem (D) in the spaces Wm-°°(D)
where ra2g2, generalizing Theorem 3.1 (cf.[OR, Theorem 1.8.2]; [C, Theoreme
4.4"h:
Theorem 3.5. Assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfied and that conditions
(2.3) and (2.19) are satisfied. Then, for each integer m^>2, one can find a con-
stant l=X(m)>0 such that, for any function f in the space W2m+Z-°°(D),there
exists a weak solutionu<=WmiCO(D) of the Dirichlet problem:
[ (A-X)u = f in D,
(*)
1 w=0 on J2W2"3.
Moreover, the solution u satisfiesthe inequality
(3.28) l|w||m,cofSCm(WIU+2,oo,
where Cm(X)>0 is a constant independent of f.
Proof. I) We modify the domain D and the operator A so that the set
2Tow2'iW2I2 is of type 2"8,as in the proof of Theorem 3.1.
By hypothesis (//), one can choose a bounded domain Q with C°°boundary
dQ such that (cf. Figure 4)
＼
ZsddQ.
One may assume that
(2.3') c<0 on Q,
r2.19M e*<T0 on i3.
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Figure 4.
Now we take a function a^C°°(Q) such that
f a=0 in D,
(3.29)
{ a>0 in i2＼D,
and consider the Dirichletproblem for the ellipticoperators sA+A + aA―X(s>0):
[ (eA+A + aA-Z)us=f in Q,
(0.)
i ws=0 on 3i2.
We remark that by condition (3.29)
2 a"(*')w<nj+a(*')2≫f>0 on3i2.
In other words, the boundary d£?is of type 23 for the operators A + aA―X,
X>0.
II) First let / be an arbitrary function in the space C2m+2+e(D), O<0<1.
We show that there exists a weak solution u<=Wm-°°(D)of problem (*) which
satisfiesinequality (3.28).
One may assume that
/GClmm≪(fl),
and that
il/llc2m+2(5)^||/||c2m+2(5).
II-l) We construct a function w<=Cm+z+9(Q) such that the function (A―X)w
―/ vanishes on J2, together with its derivatives of order<Sm, and that
(3.30)
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Let x'obe an arbitrarypoint of the set 2V We construct the function w
locallyin a neighborhood of x'o. To do so, we introduce a local coordinate
system (yu y2,･･･,yN) in a neighborhood of x'osuch that
xi=O,
D={yN>0},
and assume that the equation (A
(3.31)
N d2u
dytdyj
―X)v―f takes the form
+ Sj8'^-+(c-^)t;=/.
Since the matrix (aiJ) is non-negative definite and aNN―0 on I2, it follows
that
and that
Thus we have
(3.32)
and also
(3.31')
Now assume that
daNN
dyN
Nj=0
=0
on S2,
on Ss, 1^/^AT-l,
on St, l£j, k£N-l.
≫ daNj
7V-1S aij
y=0
=b<0
d*v
dytdyj
on 22
on I2
+
iV-1
s
i = l
( , 0)_ f(y＼Q)_
p +(c-Z)v)
a
daNj
dyk
PN
(A-X)v=^
=/
― p Zj
2y-x 83;,-
on 2',
Then we obtain from formulas (3.31')and (3.32)that
dv_
~dyN
Furthermore, differentiatingequation (3.31') with respect to the variable yN
we obtain that
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(v',0)=-
+
i
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1
'Fiy
lf-1
2
o)L^7(3;'O)F^
ai}{y' 0)
,3vAdytdyj
+(<:(/, 0)-^)
/(/, 0)
BN{y', 0)
', o)/
df
dyN
(?', 0)yl≫
N~1 d / f(v' 0) ＼
, 0)
0))
(/, 0)]
d2v
Similarly, continuing this process, we may find all the derivatives (dlv/dyly)(y'f 0)
for 1^/^m.
We define, in a neighborhood of x'o,
Then it is easy to verify that the function w satisfiesinequality (3.30) and
that the function
(A-X)w-f
vanishes in a neighborhood of x'0^I2, together with its derivatives of order
^m, and is of class Cm+d.
In order to construct the function w in the entire domain Q, we cover the
set S2 by a finitenumber of coordinates patches {o)j}j=1 such that, in each (Oj,
one may pass to a local coordinate system y=(yi, y2, ･･■,Vn) and construct a
function w, as above. Let {^}^=i be a partition of unity subordinate to the
covering {Uj}dj=l. Then it is easy to verify that the function
d
satisfiesthe desired conditions. Furthemore, by hypothesis (//), one can (re)-
construct the function w so that
w=0 on I3.
II-2) We let
f=f-(A-X)w.
Then it follows that the function / vanishes on I2, together with its derivatives
of order <m, and belongs to the space Cm+d(Q). Thus, letting
f 0 in the tubular neighborhood <U of S2 in Q＼D,
(3.33) A= ,
{ f in Q＼HJ,
we obtain that fx^CmJt6{Q). Furthermore, it follows from inequality (3.30)
that
(3
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34) ll/1||e≫<fl>^Ctf)||/||c2m+≪(2>).
Now we know (cf.[GT]) that the Dirichletproblem
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f (eA+A + aA-Du^f! in Q,
(De)
{ us―0 on dQ
has a unique solutionms in the space Cm+2+<?(42),since /iGCm +c(i2).
II-3) We show that there exists a subsequence {w£j?=i which, together
with allits derivativesof order <im, converges weakly to some function we
^m'°°(i2),as e*| oo.
We only show that u<=W2-°°(Q).The proof that Mef '"(fl)for each
positiveinteger m^3 can be carriedout in a similarway.
II-3a) The next result,analogous to Lemma 3.2,may be proved just as in
the proof of Theoreme 4.1 of Cancelier[C].
Lemma 3.6. // <p<=C°°(D),we
pt(x)=
Ns
let
(X) ＼xgD
and
R2{x)=Ap2{x)- S BA(^l , -J^_)(jc), xgD
uj=i ＼dXidXj dxidxj/
Then, for each rj>0, there exist constants ^>0 and /32>0 such that we have
for all coeC°°(5)
^^MM-ik'A
)(x)+^＼＼<p＼＼cum
+^＼＼<p＼＼htm + j＼＼A<p＼＼hnD), x^D
We remark that the constants ^ and /32are uniform for the operators A~＼-
eA-XI, O^e^l, ^0.
II-3b) The proof that u^W2'°°(Q) is based on the following lemma (cf.
[OR, Lemma 1.8.1]):
Lemma 3.7. Assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfiedwith dD=I3 and that
condition(2.3)is satisfied. Then one can find a constant /i>0 such that if f is a
function in the space C2+e(D), then the unique solution u£^Ci+e(D) of the Dirichlet
problem
416
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(A + eA-Z)u,=f
us=0
in
on
D,
dD
satisfiesthe estimate
(3.35) l|M≪llc2(S)^C2tf)||/||C2(5,,
where C2(>?)>0 is a constantindependent of s>0.
Proof. We recall that
(3.3) ＼＼us＼＼cnB)£Ci(k)＼＼f＼＼ci(D)-
Thus, to prove estimate (3.35),it sufficesto show that
(3.36) 2 -J^r- 2y/2^M^)(l|wJlcKS) + ;i/||c2(S,),
where M2(^)>0 is a constantindependent of s>0
We let
1.7 = 1
d2u£
dxidxj
(x) ＼xzeD.
i ) First we assume that the function p＼(x)attainsits positive maximum
at a point x0 of D. Then, since the matrix (aij) is non-negative definite,we
obtain that
(3.37) (A + eA)pl(xo)£c(xo)pi(xo).
But it follows from an application of Lemma 3.6 with -q
(A + eA-X)pl(x)= S BA+lJ-u(
d?*ue d2ue
dxidxj ' dxidxj
= 1/2 that
)(x) + i?2(x)
with
(3.38)
I * / d2u£ d2us ＼
(X)
+Px＼＼uMHD>+^＼＼us＼＼him + ^＼＼f＼＼hiD).
Here the constants /3i and /32 are independent of s>0 and A>0.
Hence we obtain from inequalities (3.37), (3.38) and (3.3) that
Zp2(Xo)^Q-c(xo))pl(xf))
<a-A-ed)ptix0)
V i,j=＼ ＼OXidXj OXiOXj/ /
* ( d2ue dzus
2-1 & A
+ eJ- kl ＼~≪ J^ > ~n n
i.j' = l ＼OXiOXj OXiOXj
)(*o)
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^/3iliwJ£ic5)4-i32(|| Mellcl(S> + />2(*o))+ ~n ll/ll C2(Z)>
<(p1+pi)c1ay＼＼fniiB)+p2pi(xo)+f＼＼fUum-
Therefore, if l>0 is so large that
/f>/32,
thpn if follows thaf
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(3.39) />S(*0)^Ctf)|i/||$2c5>,
where C{X)>Q is a constant independent of s>0.
ii) Next we assume that the function pl{x) attains its positive maximum
at a point x'o of 3D, and let
/ / iVql=vpl(x'o) =( max S
d2u£
dXidxj
(*')
)
1/2
ii-a) Since duJdxj―O on dD for l^j^N―1, applying estimate (2.10)
to the functions dujdxj, we obtain that:
For every 7]>R, there exists a constant Mv>0 independent of s>0 such that
(3.40) ( max 's'
ox/oxN
But it follows that
(A + eA-t)(
T =v (A + ed-X)(
= -g―(G4 + sJ-,i)Me)+
1L
dxj
+ ＼a+ sJ-1
dxj
f/l
+ sJ-i,
dxj
JM≪
/ * da^m d2us
＼l,m =l OXj OXiOXm
)
C(D)
+MV
8 1
^ MeOXj J
■v
8bl du
dus
dxj
1= 1 OXj 0%x OXj
＼i,m=i dxj dxtdxm 1=1 dxj dxt/
Hence we have with a constant C>0 independent of £
K"-<>c
C(D)
>0
£＼＼f＼＼cu5) + C(ql+＼＼us＼＼CHB))
C(D)
Therefore, combining this inequality with estimate (3.40), we obtain that
(3.41) (max "2
＼x'edD 7= 1
d2u£
dxjdxjf
2＼(*') )
1/2
= ~kQ＼ "H^vilu s!lci (/>)+ !!/ IIci(B))
Here C>0 is a constantindependent of s>0
ii-b) In order to estimate the term
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32us
we choose a local coordinate system (yu yit■･･,yN) in a neighborhood of x'o
such that
D={yir>0},
dD={yN=O}
and assume that,in terms of this coordinate system, the equation
(A + ed-k)u.=f
is of the form
(A + eA-X)ue=(aNN + eptNN)^~
/.
Since us=0 on dD and x'0^dD
d2us
1
dyl (0)~ aNN(O)+eft
Hence we have
(3.42)
dyN
N-l ?pu
+%<?+･≫& +(c-X)ut
=^3 (so aNN(0)>0), it follows that
(0)
"(0)
(/(0)-(/8^(0)+fipy(0))-^-(0))
^C^＼＼u,＼＼cum + ＼＼f＼＼cim)
d2u£
dy2N
with a constant C">0 independent of s>0
ii-c) Finally we remark that
d2ue
=0 on dD, ＼<i,i<N-l.
dXidxj
Therefore, combining estimates (3.41) and (3.42), we find that
q°2^jqi+C{＼＼u.＼＼cuB)+ ＼＼f＼＼Cum),
so that
(3.43) qs2£2C'"(＼＼u£＼＼CHB)+ ＼f＼＼cHm).
Here Cw>0 is a constant independent of s>0.
iii) The desired estimate (3.36) (and hence estimate (3.35)) follows by
combining estimates (3.39) and (3.43).
The proof of Lemma 3.7 is complete.
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II-3c) Now, since f1^Cm +d(Q),it follows from an application of Lemm 3.7
with A―A + aA that the unique solution ue<=Cm+2+d(Q) of the Dirichlet problem
(De)
f(eA+A + aA―JOu^f,. in Q,
{ us―0 on BQ
satisfiesthe estimate
l|We||c2<fl)<SC2(^)|j/i||c,2(/j).
Hence, combining this estimate with inequality (3.34), we obtain that
IIWe||c2(i2)^Cm(^)||/j|c2m+2(.S),
where Cn(X)>0 is a constant independent of £>0.
Therefore, arguing as in step II-lc) of the proof of Theorem 3.1, we can
choose a subsequence {uSk＼^=lwhich, together with all its derivatives of order
^2, converges weakly to some function u in the Hilbert space L2(Q) as sk | oo.
Thus, passing to the limit in problem (Ds), we obtain that u belongs to the
space WiiOO(Q) and satisfies
(0)
and
r (A + aJ-X)u = f1 in Q,
＼
m=0 on dQ
l|w||2,cc^Cm(^)||/||c2m+2(S).
Hence it follows from formulas (3.33) and (3.29) that
(A-X)u=f=f-(A-})w in D,
and that
u=0 on 2*3,
since the boundary 3Q contains the set 2V
II-4) Finally we show that ≪=0 on I2 and hence z7=0 on 2T2W2f3.
By formulas (3.33) and (3.29), we find that
(A + aA-X)u=^Q in <V,
where HJ is the tubular neighborhood of 2"2 in Q＼D. But we remark that the
set 12 is of type 2＼ for the operator A + aA ―X in the domain HJ and that
condition (2.19')is satisfied. Hence it follows from an application of the uni-
queness theorem for the Dirichlet problem (Theorem 2.6) that
m=0 in <U,
so that
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?2=0 on 2T2.
Therefore, since w―0 on 22＼J2S, we obtain that the function
u = u + wzeW2-{D)
is a weak solution of problem (*) which satisfiesthe inequality
Ill) Now let / be an arbitrary function in the space W'im+2'°°(D).Then
one can find a sequence {fn＼n=iin the space C2m+2+0(D) such that
f H/reilc2m+2(O)^li/ll2m+2,oo,
1
fn ―> / in C(D) as n-> .
By step II), it follows that there exists a weak solution un^.Wm>°°(D)of the
Dirichlet problem:
r (A-X)un = fn in D,
[ un―0 on IzKjSz,
and the solution un satisfiesthe estimate
!lWn||m>K,^Cm(^)|j/ni|c2m+2(D)^ Cm(^)|j/||2m +2,cc.
Therefore, just as in the proof of step III)of Theorem 3.1, we obtain that
the limit function u of un when n~^oo is a weak solution in the space Wm<°°(D)
of problem (*) which satisfiesinequality (3.28).
The proof of Theorem 3.5 is now complete.
3.3. Proof of Theorem 2
Theorem 2 follows from Theorem 3.5 by a well-known interpolation argu-
ment (cf. [Tr]), since the space Ck +e(D) is a real interpolation space between
the spaces W'~(D) and Wk+1^(D):
Ck +e(D)=(Wk-(D), Wk+1'°°(D))o,oo.
Furthermore, we can prove the following existence and uniqueness theorem
for problem (D) in the framework of Holder spaces:
Theorem 3.8. Assume that hypothesis (H) is satisfied and that conditions
(2.3) and (2.19) are satisfied. Then, for each integer m^2, one can find a con-
stant k=Z(m)>0 such that, for any f^.C2m+2+26(D) and any ge£C2m+4+z8(I2uSz),
there exists a unique solution u<=Cm +0(D) of the Dirichlet problem:
(D)
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( (A-X)u = f in D,
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4. Proof of Theorem 1
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on Theorem 1.4 which is a Feller semi-
group version of the Hille-Yosidatheorem in terms of the maximum principle.
We shallverify conditions(a),(B) and (7) of the same theorem.
4.1. The Space C0(D＼M)
First we consider a one-point compactification Kd=KU{d} of the space
K=D＼M, where
We say that two points x and y of D are equivalent modulo M if either
x ―y or x, jgM. We denote by D/M the totality of equivalence classes
modulo M. On the set D/M, we define the quotient topology induced by the
projection q: D―>D/M. Then it is easy to see that the topological space D/M
is a one-point compactification of the space D＼M and that the point at infinity3
corresponds to the set M:
Kd=D/M,
8=M.
Furthermore we have the following isomorphism:
(4.1) C(K5)^{u^C(D); u is constant on J8wl3}.
Now we introduce a closed subspace of C(K3) as in Subsection 1.1:
C0(K)={u^C(Kd); m(3)=0}.
Then we have by assertion (4.1)
(4.2) C0(K)^C0(D＼M)={u(=C(D); w=0 on I2＼Jlz＼.
4.2. Proof of Theorem 1
The next theorem summarizes the basicresultsof Sections2 and 3 about
the Dirichletproblem in the framework of Holder spaces:
Theorem 4.1. Assume thathypothesis(H) is satisfied. Then, for each integer
m^2, one can find a constant a―a(m)>0 such that,for any f<=C2m+2+2d(D) and
any <p^Cam+i+te(St＼JSs), 0<#<l, there existsa unique solution u(ECm +0(D) of
the Dirichlet Problem :
422
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r (a-A)u = f
{ u―ip
in D,
on ZzKJZ*
Moreover, the solution u satisfies the inequality
(4.3) maxlwl ^ max (―max I/I, max ＼<p＼)
Theorem 4.1 with m―2 tellsus that problem (D) has a unique solution u
in the space C2+e(D) for any f^C6+28(D) and any <p^C'+te{StVJSa), if ≪>0
is sufficientlylarge. Therefore, we can introduce linear operators
G°: Ce+20(D)―^C2+e(D)
and
Ha : C8+2d(S2Uls) ―^ C2+d(D)
as follows.
a) For any /eC6+8*(5), the function G°af<=C2+d(D) is the unique solution
of the problem:
r (a-A)G°J=f m D,
＼
GS/=0 on S2Ult.
b) For any ^eC8+2M'2w2'3), the function Ha<peiC2+8(B) is the unique
solution of the problem:
f (a-A)Ha<p=0 in Z?,
[ Ha<p=<p on i'aW-Ts.
The operator C°ais called the Green operator and the operator Ha is called
the harmonic operator, respectively.
Then we have the following result:
Lemma 4.2. The operator G%(a>0), considered from C(D) into itself,is
non-negative and continuous with norm
(4.4) IIGSII ＼＼G°II ^a l||=maxG°l(;c)^ ―
x<=d a
Proof. First, in order to prove the non-negativity of G°a,we assume that:
f^C6+2d(D) and /^0 on D.
Then one can find a unique solution u£<=C8+28(D) of the Dirichlet problem for
the ellipticoperators A ―a+eJ(s>0):
f(a-A-eA)u.=f
{ ws=0
in D,
on 3D
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Since we have
f (A + ed-a)ue=-f^O in D,
1
us=0 on 3D,
it follows from an application of the maximum principle (Theorem A.I) that
wE^0 on D.
But we know (cf. the proof of Theorem 3.5)that a subsequence {uSk＼converges
uniformaly to the function G°af<=C2+e(D), as ek j 0. Hence we have
G°/^0 on D.
This proves the non-negativity of G°.
Therefore, inequality (4.4) follows from inequality (4.3) by taking /―I
and ^>=0.
The proof of Lemma 4.2 is complete.
Similarly, we have the following:
Lemma 4.3. The operator Ha(a>0), considered from C(2I2W2T3) into C(D),
is non-negative and continuous with norm
＼＼Ha＼＼= ＼＼Hal＼＼=TD3XHttl(x)=l.
rt=D
Proof of Theorem 1. We recall that J is a linear operator from the
space C0(D＼M) into itself defined by the following:
(1) The domain D(JL) of JL is the space
D(Jt)={u^C＼D); u=Au=0 on St＼Jls}.
(2) Jlu = Au, u(ED(Jl).
I) First we verify condition (a), that is, the density of the domain D(J)
in the space C0(D＼M).
Now we assume that:
f^C°°(D) and /=0 on Z2UZS.
Then we obtain that
AG°af=aG°af-f=0 on !tKJSiy
so that
G°/e£>(jO.
But it follows from an application of the uniqueness theorem for the Dirichlet
problem (Theorem 2.6) that
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f-aGlf=G%((p-A)f)-pG%f, /3>0.
Indeed, the both sides have the same boundary value 0 on the set I^VJl^ and
satisfythe same equation:(a―A)u = ―Af in D. In view of inequality(4.4),
we have
and hence
[|/-≪G≪/!|=g-||(/3-,4)/iJ + iH!/|j,
lim ||/-≪G°
a-,+0=
/I! =0
This verifies condition (a), since the space
C%D)nC0(D＼M)={/eC%D); /=0 on Z2u29}
is everywhere dense in the space C0(D＼M).
II) Next, in order to verify condition (/3),we assume that:
u<=D{J.) and max u>0.
Then we have the following two cases:
( i ) There exists a point x0 of D such that
(ii)
≪(#,)=_ max m>0.
There exists a point x'oof loWli such that
u(%o)=_max w>0.
Case ( i ): In this case, we have
Jlu(xo)=Au(xo)= _
,j=i OXiOXj
(xo)+ c(xQ)u(xo)^O,
since the matrix (aij) is non-negative definiteand c^O in D.
Case (ii): We choose a local coordinate system (yu yz,■■■,y.y)in a neigh
borhood of XneJoWJi such that
x'0=Q
D = {y*r>0},
8D= {3^=0}
and assume that,in terms of
form
(4.5) A ―a
NN
dy2N
+j8"
this coordinate system, the operator A is of the
N-i rP A'-l (j
+ c
A
dyN
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We remark that:
(ii-a) a (0)=0 and ^(0)>0 if xJgI,
(ii-b) a (0)=0 and j8"(0)=0 if x'0e20
But we have
r u(0)>0,
I
du
du
and also
dyN
(0)=0, l^i£N-l,
(0)^0,
'2* aiJ(0) o u
dytByt
Hence it follows from formula (4.5) that
JIU(X'O)=
/3iV(0)
(0)^0.
(O) + c(O)w(O)^O if x'0ELZlr
if xJgJo.
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ou
dyN
c(0)u(OKO
Therefore, we have proved the following
Claim. // u<=D(J.) and maxsx3fu>0, then there exists a point x e D＼M
such that
( u{x)=maxByMu,
＼
Jlu(x)^O.
This claim verifiescondition (/J).
Ill) It remains to verify condition (?-). By Theorem 4.1, we find that if
a>0 is sufficientlylarge, then the range R(al ―J.) contains the space C°°(B)r＼
C0(D＼M). This implies that the range R{al―J.) is everywhere dense in the
space C0(D＼M), for a>0 sufficientlylarge.
Summing up, we have proved that the operator J. satisfies conditions (a)
through (?) in Theorem 1.4. Hence, in view of assertion (4.2),it follows from
an application of the same theorem that the operator JL is closable in the space
C0(D＼M), and its minimal closed extension J, is the infinitesimal generator of
some Feller semigroup {Tt}(20 on D＼M.
The oroof of Theorem 1 is now complete.
Appendix The Maximum Principle
Let D be a bounded domain of Euclidean space RN, with boundary 3D,
and let A be a second-order, degenerate ellipticdifferentialoperator with real
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coefficientssuch that
Au(x)= S aij(x)
where:
Kazuaki Taira
try N
OXiOXj i=i
-^―(x)+c(x)u(x)
OX-i
1) aij<=C(RN), ai}=a}i and
E fl^)^-^, x<=RN, £=(£,-,SN)<=RN
2) bi^C(RN), l^i^N.
3) c£C(r) and c£0 in i>.
Firstwe have the followingresult:
Theorem A.I (The weak maximum principle). Assume that a function we
C(D)r＼C＼D) satisfieseither
Au^O and c<0 in D
or
Au>Q and c^O in D.
Then the function u may take its positive maximum only on the boundary dD.
As an applicationof the weak maximum principle,we can obtain a point-
wise estimate for solutionsof the inhomoereneous eauation Au= f:
Theorem A.2. Assume that
c<0 on D=DudD.
Then we have for ail u<=C(D)C＼CHD)
where
max|w|<max{―sup＼Au＼, max|w||
co=max(―c)>0.
D
For a proof of Theorems A.I and A.2, the reader might refer to Bony-
Courrege-Priouret [BCP], Oleinik-Radkevic [OR] and Taira [Tal.
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